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SANDY LANE, PALM TREE VILLA

Saint James, Barbados

Nestled within the prestigious Sandy Lane Estate on the enchanting West Coast of Barbados, Palm Tree

Villa emerges as a captivating haven that effortlessly merges modern elegance with the authentic essence

of Caribbean living. If you're seeking an impeccable getaway for your holiday or vacation, look no further

than this splendid rental home.

Boasting a seamless blend of contemporary style and traditional charm, Palm Tree Villa beckons travelers

to experience the epitome of comfort and luxury during their stay in Barbados. This exceptional property

presents a layout of 4 exquisitely designed bedrooms and 3 pristine bathrooms, accommodating up to 8

discerning guests. Tailored to cater to families and groups alike, its spacious layout ensures everyone finds

their own corner of tranquility.

Stepping into Palm Tree Villa is akin to stepping into a world of refined opulence. Your senses will be

greeted by the allure of high ceilings that invite in ample natural light, beautifully adorned interiors that

resonate with Caribbean aesthetics, and an ambiance that speaks of a lavish tropical retreat.

A noteworthy feature of the villa is its thoughtful single-level design, offering easy accessibility for all. A

gentle step into the inviting bedrooms and stairs leading to the pool area are the only variations in

elevation, ensuring everyone's comfort. The villa seamlessly opens onto a fully equipped bar and a covered

patio, where moments of relaxation intertwine with the melodies of island living. This space overlooks an

inviting pool deck, a charming gazebo, and lush, mature tropical gardens—painting a picture-perfect

backdrop for your island sojourn.

As a guest of Palm Tree Villa, you'll enjoy exclusive access to the renowned Sandy Lane Property Owners

Beach Club. Immerse yourself in the soft caress of pristine sands and azure waters as you relax on

complimentary beach loungers and under beach umbrellas. The onsite bar and private cabana offer

opportunities for indulgent repose and refreshments, further elevating your beachside experience.

Palm Tree Villa stands as a true gem within the Sandy Lane Estate, epitomizing luxury living on the

Barbadian coast. To ensure every aspect of your vacation is seamless, our dedicated concierge team is at

your service. From arranging bespoke experiences to curating personalized itineraries, we are committed to

making your time in Barbados absolutely unforgettable.

In summary, if you're in search of an exceptional holiday or vacation rental that encapsulates the allure of

Barbados' West Coast, Palm Tree Villa emerges as the quintessential choice. Experience the fusion of

contemporary aesthetics with Caribbean charm, revel in the luxury of top-tier amenities, and let the beauty

of the island envelop you in an unforgettable embrace. Your journey to a remarkable Barbadian escape

starts here, at Palm Tree Villa. Contact our team today at info@realtorslimited.com or +1-246-537-6930 to

book this one-of-a-kind villa.  
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Amenities: 
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Rental Rates

Summer Rates:  $1,700 US /night 

Yes
Name:

Realtors Luxury Villa 

Rentals

Telephone: +1 (246) 537-6930WhatsApp: +1 (246) 832-0087

Make Enquiry

Property Type:  House

Bedrooms:  4

Bathrooms:  3

Listed:  23 Oct 2023
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